We examine the via assignment problem that arises when the single row routing approach to the interconnection problem is used. Some new complexity results and two new heuristics are obtained. Experimental results establish the superiority of the new heuristics over earlier ones.
SINGLE ROW ROUTING
The single row routing approach to the interconnection problem for multilayer printed circuit boards was proposed by So, [SO74] . In this approach, it is assumed that the pins and vias lie on the grid points of a unit grid (Figure 1 .1). The vias occupy some number of columns on the right end of the board while the pins occupy the remaining columns. [TING79] , [TSUK79], [GONZ83], [RAGH84] , [COHO83] , [GOTO77] . [TSUK83] , [HAN84a] , [TING76] , [RAGH83] , [HAN84b] , [HAN84c] and [TARN84] are some of the papers that report on research related to the several steps associated with the single row routing methodology.
[TSUK79] has a slightly different model for the placement of vias. We shall use the term point to refer to both a via and a pin.
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Figure 1.1: Net list and via assignment
Via assignment is one of the steps in the single row routing method. In this step, each net is decomposed into a series of row and column interconnections. This is done using vias as necessary (see 
THE VIA ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM
Define a g-node to be a maximal subset of pins in a net that can be connected by row and column interconnects without using any vias. Figure 2 .1 identifies the g-nodes of a sample net. It is easy to see that the g-nodes for any net are unique and may be determined quite easily. The decomposition of the net list into a series of row and column interconnects is done by first obtaining the g-nodes for all the nets. Nets that have two or more g-nodes utilize vias to connect the g-nodes together. The via assignment problem is that of assigning vias to nets so that all g-nodes of each net may be connected using row and column interconnects alone. It is desirable to accomplish this assignment in such a way so as to use the smallest number of via columns. The reason for this is that the size of the circuit board depends on the number of via columns. It is also desirable to use the smallest number of vias as vias generally cause a reliability problem.
The via assignment problem has been studied under two models :
(1) RVIACOL (restricted via column minimization) -
In this model, the vias used to realize any one net must all come from the same via column.
(2) VIACOLIn this model, the vias used for any one net may be taken from more than one via column. The restricted via column minimization problem was shown to be NP-hard in [TING79] and [TSUK79] . A stronger result is obtained in [RAGH84] . Raghavan and Sahni [RAGH84] have shown that in the restricted model, deciding whether or not two via columns are sufficient, is NPcomplete. They have also extended this result to the unrestricted model. A similar result for the unrestricted model appears in [GONZ83].
NEW COMPLEXITY RESULTS
The NP-complete(hard) results of [TING79] , [TSUK79], [RAGH84] and [GONZ83] involve constructions in which nets may contain an arbitrarily large number of pins. This leaves open the question of whether the via assignment problem (whether restricted or not) remains difficult when the nets are constrained to contain a small number of pins. We examine this problem in this section. (b) Determining whether or not three via columns suffice under this model is NP-complete. Proof: (a) We construct a graph, G, that corresponds to L and the underlying grid. G contains one vertex for each row of the grid. The 2-pin nets in L are considered one by one. If the two pins in a net are in the same row or column, we disregard the net. Otherwise, draw an edge in G between the vertices representing the two distinct rows in which the two pins lie. Figure 3 .1 gives an example construction. It is easy to see that the minimum number of via columns needed for L is equal to the minimum number of colors needed to edge color G (note that in an edge coloring, edges incident on the same vertex must be assigned different colors). Let the minimum number of colors (and hence the minimum number of via columns) be k. k is one iff no vertex in G has degree more than 1. If G has a vertex of degree > 2, then k > 2. If every vertex is of degree ≤ 2, then k ≤ 2 iff G contains no cycles of odd length (i.e. G is bipartite). Hence, the cases k = 1 and k = 2 may be detected in polynomial time.
(b) The case k = 3 is NP-complete. This follows from the result of [HOLY81] that 3-coloring the edges of a graph is NP-complete. To see this, let G = (V, E) be an arbitrary graph. We shall construct an instance I, of the via assignment problem that has the following properties :
Each net in I has exactly two pins.
(ii) Three via columns suffice for I iff G can be 3-colored.
(iii) I can be constructed from G in polynomial time. For each vertex v ∈ V, I has a distinct grid row. For each edge (u, v) ∈ E, define a two terminal net with pins on the rows corresponding to u and v. An example is given in Figure 3 .2.
Clearly, three colors suffice for the edges of G iff three via columns suffice for the nets in I. a(c 1 ) 
Proof:
(a) From L, we obtain the graph G as in the proof of Theorem 3.1(a). If G has any vertex of degree ≥ 3, then two columns are not sufficient. So, assume that the degree of every vertex in G is ≤ 2. Under this assumption, G consists of a unique set of maximal paths and cycles. For each cycle of odd length, a vertex of degree zero is needed. Hence, two columns suffice iff the number of odd cycles does not exceed the number of vertices of zero degree. This is easily determined in polynomial time.
(b) This again, follows from [HOLY81] . The graphs constructed in [HOLY81] are cubic (i.e. every vertex has degree 3). Hence, the number of vertices is even (note that there are no cubic graphs with an odd number of vertices as the number of edges in such a graph is 3n/2, where n = V ). We use the same construction as in part (b) of Theorem 3.1. Since G is cubic, each row of the constructed instance I has three pins. The number of 2-pin nets is E = 3 V /2. The minimum number of vias needed is 3 V which is the total available in three via columns. This number suffices only if no net is assigned vias from different columns. Hence, for instances obtained from cubic graphs, the three via column problem is the same under both the restricted and unrestricted models. Consequently, there is an unrestricted three via column assignment iff there is a restricted three via column assignment iff the edges of the original cubic graph G are 3-colorable. Hence, the unrestricted three via column assignment problem for 2-pin nets is NP-complete.
The proofs given in [RAGH84] for the NP-completeness of the two column restricted and unrestricted via assignment problem involve net lists in which a g-node may contain many pins. Our next theorem examines the complexity of the two via column problem under the constraint that each g-node contains exactly one pin. 
(a) Remove from L, any net that contains only one g-node. If any row now contains more than two g-nodes, then the net list cannot be realized using two via columns (recall that each g-node consists of exactly one pin). Assume that no row contains more than two g-nodes. Construct the graph G = (V, E) as follows. With each net in L, identify a unique vertex in V. There is an edge (u, v) in E iff the nets identified with u and v have g-nodes on the same row. Clearly, if two nets have g-nodes on the same row and each g-node consists of exactly one pin, then in the restricted model the two nets must be assigned to different via columns. Hence, two via columns suffice iff G is bipartite. This is easily determined in polynomial time.
(b) It is easy to see that this problem is in NP. So, we need merely show that it is NP-hard. For this, we use the NP-complete problem [GARE79] : Minimum Node Deletion Bipartite Subgraph (MNDBS). In this problem, we are given an undirected graph G = (V, E) and an integer k. We are required to determine if there is a subset U ∈ V, U ≤ k, such that the subgraph induced by (V − U) is bipartite.
From any undirected graph G and any k, we may construct an instance I of the two column unrestricted via assignment problem such that every g-node in I has exactly one pin and I is realizable using two columns iff the answer to the MNDBS problem for (G, k) is yes.
I is obtained in the following way. First delete from G, vertices with degree ≤ 1. Let the resulting graph be G´= (V´, E´). The number of rows in I is ( E´ + k). Identify each of the first E´ rows with a distinct edge in E´. Each v ∈ V´defines a net of I. This net has a pin in each row that corresponds to an edge that is incident on v. Each pin of a net is in a different column. So, each pin defines a g-node. Note that each of the first E´ rows has exactly two pins on it. The remaining k rows have no pins. In every two column assignment of vias, the two pins on each of the first E´ rows must be assigned to the two vias at the end of the row. The k pairs of vias at the bottom may be assigned to upto k nets to allow these nets to use vias from both columns. If a two column assignment exists, then deletion of the vertices corresponding to the nets (upto k) assigned to the bottom k via pairs results in a bipartite graph. Similarly, if there is a U with U ≤ k such that (V − U) defines a bipartite subgraph, then assigning the bottom U pairs to the nets corresponding to vertices in V will result in a two column via assignment.
NEW HEURISTICS
In this section, we propose two new heuristics for the via assignment problem as well as a heuristic for the Step II decomposition of [GONZ83] (i.e., from an optimal complete s-matching (ocs) construct a restricted via assignment instance with exactly two pins per net). 
Heuristic-1
This heuristic is quite similar to that of [TING79] . The essential difference between the two heuristics comes about in the case of nets that cannot be realized using old via columns alone. While the heuristic of [TING79] assigns all the vias for this net from a new via column, our heuristic utilizes as many as possible from the old columns and gets the remainder from a new via column. Figure 4 .1 shows an instance where the new strategy outperforms that of [TING79] .
Our heuristic employs the following assumptions:
1. Nets are considered in non-increasing order of their number of g-nodes.
2. When a g-node is being assigned a via, all pins in the g-node are considered. An available via from any of the rows on which there is a pin in the g-node may be assigned to the gnode. For each of these assignable vias, we determine its demand. This is the number of remaining g-nodes (from other remaining nets) to which it may be assigned. A via with the least demand is assigned to the g-node.
A detailed description of Heuristic-1 is provided below. The procedure to merge sort and that to determine the g-nodes are quite standard and are omitted. 
Algorithm for Heuristic-1 :
Step 1 : Input net data;
Step 2 : Determine the g-nodes;
Step 3 : Sort nets on [# of g-nodes] using merge sort;
Step 4 : Current via column = 1;
Step 5 : Map in first net into current via column : FOR each g-node of this net Determine via with least demand ENDFOR;
Step 6 : DO (till Step 21) for each net in sorted order -
Step 7 : FOR each via col (i.e. from 1 to current via col)
Determine rows reachable by via col; Determine g-nodes reachable by these rows; ENDFOR; (* keep track of via col which reaches the maximum number of g-nodes *) Step 8 : Put via col (which reaches max # of g-nodes) into stack;
Mark via col as visited;
Step 9 : WHILE [(stack of via columns is not empty) AND (net not fully netted yet)], DO (till Step 15) -Step 10 : Get via col from stack which reaches max # of g-nodes;
Step 11 : FOR each g-node reached by this via col Determine via with least demand; Determine via cols reachable by this g-node; Put in stack if via col has not been visited yet; Mark them as visited; ENDFOR;
Step 12 : Determine other via cols reachable by the via col (the one found in Step 10) ;
Step 13 : Put them in stack if not visited yet;
Mark them as visited;
Step 14 : IF a reachable via col has already been visited but is reached by a via col using a row with least demand, THEN Mark via col visited using this least demand row vias; ENDIF; (* Note : If a via col has been reached by a g-node, this takes priority over all cases where via col is reached from another via col, because only one extra via may be used instead of two *) Step 15 : ENDWHILE; (*Step 9*)
Step 16 : IF (net has not been netted yet), DO (till Step 20) -
Step 17 : Get a new via col (becomes current via col);
Step 18 : Map remaining g-nodes into this new via col :
FOR each g-node Determine via with least demand ENDFOR;
Step 19 : Determine a row with least demand which connects the g-nodes (mapped in Steps 9 -15) to this new via col;
Step 20 : ENDIF; (*Step 16*)
Step 21 : ENDDO; (*Step 6*) (* End of algorithm *)
Heuristic-2
In this heuristic, each time a new via column is introduced, an attempt is made to meet the via needs of as many nets as possible. Nets are considered for via assignment in nonincreasing order of their number of g-nodes. When the total needs of no more nets can be met from the new via column, all remaining nets are reconsidered for via assignments from multiple via columns. This is done in a manner similar to Heuristic-1. However, no new via columns are introduced. When the needs of no additional nets can be totally met using the old via columns, a new via column is introduced and the process repeated. Figure 4 .2 shows the result of applying this strategy to an eleven net example. The new via assignment uses 4 via columns rather than 6 as used by the heuristic of [TING79] . The details of Heuristic-2 are provided below.
Algorithm for Heuristic-2 :
Step 2 : Determine g-nodes;
Step 4 : REPEAT (till Step 19) until all nets are done -
Step 5 : Get new via column;
Step 6 : REPEAT (till Step 10) for each net in sorted order which (have not been netted yet) and (which can be mapped into current via column) -Step 7 : Map in net into current via column :
FOR each g-node of this net Determine via with least demand ENDFOR;
Step 8 : Mark net as done;
Step 9 : FOR via rows used by this net Determine other nets in demand of these vias; Mark them as unmappable into current via col; ENDFOR;
Step 10 : ENDREPEAT; (* Step 6 *)
Step 11 : Reset nets (not yet netted) as mappable;
Step 12 : IF a row has no free vias Determine nets in demand of vias on this row; Mark them as unmappable; ENDIF;
Step 13 : (* Trying to map nets into old via columns *)
REPEAT (till Step 17) for each net in sorted order which (have not been netted yet) and (which can be mapped) -Step 14 : Same as Steps 7 to 15 of Heuristic-1; (* these are the steps where a net is tried to be netted into the old via columns *)
Step 15 : IF (net has not been netted yet) THEN Ignore g-nodes already mapped in Step 14 ELSEIF (net has been netted) THEN Mark net as done ENDIF;
Step 16 : IF (net has been netted) Determine rows which have no vias left; Find other nets in demand of these rows; Mark them as unmappable; ENDIF;
Step 17 : ENDREPEAT; (* Step 13 *)
Step 18 : Mark nets (not yet netted) as mappable;
Step 19 : ENDREPEAT; (* Step 4 *) (* End of algorithm *)
Heuristic for Step II of [GONZ83]
In Step II of [GONZ83], the ocs (optimal complete s-matching) obtained in Step I is used to obtain an instance with two pins per net. This instance has the property that a via assignment for the instance is also a via assignment for the original instance. We propose the following heuristic for this step.
Step 1:
Let columns, and as many pin rows as the original instance. For each net i in the original instance, there are (g i − 1) nets in the restricted instance. Let m(q) be the row to which the g-node, q, is matched in the ocs.
Step 2: Discard nets that have only one g-node. Put each g-node of the remaining nets into a distinct cluster. For each cluster i, let r(i) be a least degree row which contains a node. Initially, if q is the sole g-node in the cluster, then q is a g-node and r(i) = m(q). Assign each g-node q, to a pin in the row m(q). All pins are in distinct columns.
Step 3: FOR a = 1 TO n´DO Let c be the cluster with least d(r(c)).
Let e be the cluster from the same net as c with maximum d(r(e)) and c ≠ e. CASE : c and e both contain only one g-node : The two g-nodes define a two pin net; : c contains one g-node and e more than one : Add a pin to row r(e). This pin and the g-node of c define a two pin net; : c contains more than one g-node and e one : Add a pin to row r(c). This pin and the g-node of e define a two pin net; : both c and e contain more than one g-node : Add a pin to each of the rows r(c) and r(e). These pins define a new two pin net. ENDCASE;
Combine both clusters into one. If there is only one remaining cluster for the net, discard it. Update r( ) values. ENDFOR; { Note : All pins are added to new columns } The above heuristic attempts to minimize the maximum number of pins assigned to a row.
Complexity analysis
Let m, p and q respectively, denote the number of via columns, grid rows and g-nodes per net. Let r be the average number of pins in each g-node. Heuristic-1 takes O(mpq) time to assign vias to a net while Heuristic-2 takes O(m 2 pq) time per net. It should be noted that these are worst case times and that in practice, one expects significantly better performance. The heuristic originally proposed in [TING79] log Q), where Q is the total number of g-nodes.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We compared the performance (both time needed and number of via columns) of Heuristics 1,2 and [TING79] . The algorithms were coded in Pascal and run on a SUN workstation. Test data was generated randomly. To get some indication of how close the solutions are to optimal, we also computed a lower bound on the number of via columns needed. The lower bound computed is α, the degree of ocs obtained in [GONZ83] .
In order to determine the reasonableness of 3α via columns, we also compute some upper bounds on the number of via columns needed. One obvious bound is n, the number of nets. Another and better upper bound is obtained by constructing the following graph G = (V, E). V has one vertex for each net. Consider the ocs obtained in Step I of [GONZ83] . There is an edge (i, j) ∈ E iff nets i and j both have a g-node matched to a common row in the ocs. Let δ be the maximum degree in G. The vertices of G can be colored using at most (δ + 1) colors. Also, every coloring of G corresponds to a solution to the restricted via column assignment problem. Hence, (δ + 1) is another upper bound on the minimum number of via columns needed. 3  7  12  7  4  7  12  7  10  7  21  13  15  11  6  10  20  10  6  10  19  10  18  10  30  33  27  15  9  12  29  12  9  12  26  12  24  14  36  53  36  21  12  16  47  17  13  16  43  16  30  18  48  69  45  27  15  20  99  20  20  20  87  20  40  22  60  77  60  33  18  21  81  21  24  21  95  21  42  26  63  80  63  39   Table 5 .2: (p = 100, n = 80).
The results of our experiments are shown in Tables 5.1 -5.6. The number of pin columns used was 100. t is time specified in seconds. Tables 5.1 -5.5 also provide some lower and upper bounds on the number of via columns needed for the respective instances. From the lower bound α, it is evident that for each instance reported in Tables 5.1 -5.4, an optimal via assignment was
